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Members of the Hubbell Family Histor-
ical Society were thrilled by the opportun-
ity to attend the scheduled launch of the
Hubble Space Telescope at the Kennedy
Space Center in Cape Canaveral, Florida,
on April 10, 1990. The cancellation of the
launch just four minutes before lift-off did
little to dampen the enthusiasm of nearly
170 attendees.

Reporters were fascinated that so many
members of a family would gather and kept
asking why. The composite answers
seemed to be a combination of family
pride, of excitement at getting inside the
security gates for a space launch, and of
wanting to be a part of history. The
"Hubble" as the telescope is being called,
is expected to lead to major scientific
breakthroughs. As Edwin Hubble said of
the 200 inch Palomar telescope, he "hoped
for the unexpected."

The gathering had five major events, all
arranged by Ann and Harvey Hubbell IV.
First was a special NASA briefing the
afternoon of Monday, April 9.

Next, shortly after 6:00 a.m. on
Tuesday, busloads of Hubblel Hubbells
started to the Space Center. Crowds and
traffic exceeded that of any recent launch,
so that the busses crawled at 4 miles per

- hour. Bus. passengers with radios
listening to the countdown worried that
they might be late for the launch and were
almost relieved when there was a "hold" at
lift-off minus 4 minutes. The busses had
reached the causeway for viewing but not
unloaded when the lift-off was cancelled.

The problem was with an auxiliary
power unit in the tail of the shuttle. Such
units provide power to hydraulic systems
that operate engines, wing flaps and
brakes. We returned to Titusville hoping
for a quick repair and launch within a day
or two.

The third event was a barbecue around
the swimming pool at the Best Western
Space Shuttle Inn in Titusvine/ on Tuesday
evening. Here the Society received honors
from the City and Inn, enjoyed ribs and
chicken, visited, and speculated about the
next launch.

HUBBLE IN ORBI'T'

John Lane, nephew of Edwin
daughter, Kathy Fischer, &

KIN OF EDWIN P. HUBBLE COMES TO SPACE CENTER

Ten close relatives of Edwin Powell
Hubble, the famous astronomer for whom
the Space Telescope is named, gathered
with members of the Society for the launch
of the telescope and the Society events.

A nephew, John Lane, of EI Paso,
Texas, and his wife Hilda and daughter
Cathy Fisher were the closest relatives of
the Hubble side. John is the son of Helen
Hubble t.ane.:a 91 year old sister of Edwin
who lives in EI Paso. Edwin's other sister,
Betsy, lives in an adjoining apartment to
Helen. Betsy just celebrated her 85th
birthday. Both Helen and Betsy are now
members of the Society. Edwin would be
100 if he were alive.

Six relatives on the James side of the
family also came to Florida. Edwin's
mother was a James. Three sisters who
are second cousins of Edwin came from
Marshfield, Missouri, where Edwin was
born: Lena Jump, Dorothy Martin, and
Gladys George. Lena's daughter Vicki
Kalthoff and granddaughter Cassie Kalt-
hoff and Mrs. Martin's husband, H. W.
Martin were also in the party.



KIN OF EDWIN P. HUBBLE, continued

Ulla Hubble drove with Society member
Lee Hubbell Anderson from Laguna Beach,
California. Ulla is the widow of Brownlie
Hubble, a first cousin once removed, of
Edwin.

All of these relatives of Edwin, who had
no children of his own, were recently
located by Harvey Hubbell IV and Jack
Jerome Hubbell. The History had no
record of them. John Lane and Ulla
Hubble are talking about attending the
Biennial in Hawaii next year.

FAMILY CELEBRATES, continued

On Wednesday, busses again took
people to the Space Center, where they
spent the day. They looked at rockets and
exh ibits at Spaceport USA, viewed the
giant screen 3-D I-MAX movie "The Dream
is Alive." Then busses drove around the
Center, seeing the 52-story Vertical As-
sembly Building, getting out to marvel at
the mobile transporter as big as half a
football field, driving the 3% miles from
the assembly building to near the launch
site where the shuttle Discovery and its
telescope cargo were still fastened to the
booster rockets, and finally walking a-
round a Saturn rocket nearly 500 feet long.

The family celebration concluded
Thursday noon with a luncheon at the
beautiful Patrick Air Base Officers' Club on
the beach. This affair was made possible
by Milford M. (Chick) Hubbell, who is a
member of both the Society and the
Officers Club. The Society presented him
with a History in appreciation.

At the luncheon, close relatives of
Edwin Hubble were introduced, as were
members of th Society Board of Directors,
authors of chapters of Hubbell Pioneers,
and Catherine Weisman, one of the editors
of Family Fare. Brent Lavictoire explained
about the TV documentary he is making on
the telescope and family. Harvey told what
had happened to the shuttle.

The next date for the launch of April 25
was announced, and a number of people
planned to attend. James Brenton Hubbell
of Tampa would make arrangements.

The date was later advanced to April 24.
James reported that Ann and Harvey also

made arrangements and provided for the
bus on that occasion, wh ich was attended
by an estimated 40 to 65 family members.

GENEALOGY· BIOGRAPHY· CLIPPINGS

The GENEALOGY COMMITTEE is hard
at work on the proposed Additions and
Revisions to the 1980 Family book. All
members who have volunteered to work on
this committee will be asked to do so. At
this time, special help is sought from
workers in Indiana where many family
researching problems exist.

All Society members are invited to
prepare an autobiography and I or a bio-
graphy of an earlier family member. Send
these to the Committee for inclusion in
Additions and Revisions, together with
family photographs. Collections of such
material has begun. Biographies and
photographs of each member of the
Society will be a special feature of the
book.

Members of the Committee have also
been industriously collecting any items on
families appearing in newspapers. These
are helpful to up-date and connect hitherto
"unclassified" family lines with the known
branches.

Harold B. Hubbell is general coordin-
ator of the Genealogy Committee and
welcomes all your contributions, please.

Your editor suggests also that everyone
save all newspaper coverage of the Hubble
Space Telescope launching; particularly
any mention of the family participation and
biographical sketches about Edwin Powell
Hubble and his family. It will be
interesting to compare the coverage in
communities across the continent and
throughout the world!

1989 ANNUAL

GHFHS members who have not yet
received their copy of the 1989 ANNUAL,
please contact Harold B. Hubbell, 16
Roton St., Rowayton, Conn. 06853. It is
feared' that some copies may have gone
astray in the mai I.

EDITOR'S NOTES

A huge THANK YOU to everyone who
contributed articles, information and pic-
tures for this issue, including: Space
Telescope Science Institute, Baltimore,
Maryland; Robert Lamson Hubbell, Beryl
Hubbell, Harold B. Hubbell, R. Leroy
Hubble, Philip Hubbell Jones, Jay B.
Hubbell, Jr., James B. Hubbell, Rosella
Hubbell Hansen, Rita and Ted Hubbell
(and their correspondents), Jean N. Hub-
bel, Jean Larson, Fred C. & Meg Jones,
Barbara Kruse, Arthur and Janice Erfle
(Fargo Forum), Leonard & Rosemary
Hubbell Wirkus, Dr. David H. Hubbell,
Dennis M.E. Hubbell, and June Woodside
-- who sent excellent pictures of the
Kingston Biennial which arrived after we
had "gone to press" with the last issue.

CANADA CAPTION

There were likely other errors in the last
issue of Family Notes, but your editor

. caught one immediately as a result of her
own error: I reversed the names of
Raymond Richardson and Him Woodside
in the caption identifying our Canadian
hosts at Kingston. By using the full group
picture and caption from Kingston, we
think we have identified these people; but
believe a few names were left out of that
large picture's caption -- thought ot be
Claire Hubbell Pierce and Helen Tucker, at
the right end of the 5th row; and a
gentleman at the right end of the top row --
is he Harold Gordon Hubbell?

Our Canadian hosts in picture #13 in
the Summer, 1989 Family Notes issue:

Back: June Woodside, Ted Treleaven,
Jim Woodside, Raymond Richardson,
Danielle Coffin, Miss Hubble; Harold
Gordon Hubbell;

2nd row left to right: Jamie Hubel,
1989 Jr. Miss Hubble; Barbara Lavictoire
(?); Bernice Treleaven; Mary Ann Cougler,
Norris Bowden, Joyce Hubbell, Anne
Rowe; Spencer Tucker, "impersonating"
Nehemiah Hubble.

Front row: Aureen Richardson,
Blanche Harnick, Joan Bowden, Helen
Tucker, Edith Gerow, Jodie Russel, 1987
Miss Hubble; Heather Surette, 1988 Miss
Hubble.
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TV DOCUMENTARIES OF
TELESCOPE- AND FAMILY

Brent Lavictoire, a grandson of Edith
Hubbell Gerow is producint TV documen-
taries dealing with the Hubble Telescope
and the Hubbell Family Historical Society.
Brent's firm, TVI Video, regularly makes
documentary and training films.

He plans to make two short films about
the Telescope and Edwin for use in
primary and secondary schools and then
an hour long film which would also tell
about the family and Society. A common
theme is a look back in time at ancient
galaxies and at a pioneering family. Brent
believes the family aspect can be presen-
ted in a way to gain general interest as
being typical of many such families.

Brent and a crew of four were busy
taking video pictures with sound at every
opportunity in Florida. NASA let him
photograph the launch pi d with the shuttle
Discovery by moonlight before the sche-
-duled launch. He was with the family at all
its scheduled events. On Thursday
morning he photographed five of the
family grandchildren in training vehicles
and devices at the Space Camp. His
"actors" were Robert and Andrew WeIs-
man of Thamesville, Ontario, Sherry and
John Insley of Burtonsville, Maryland, and
Chip Hubbell of Chazy, New York.

The crew included another grandson of
Edith, Dan Gerow, and Brent's father Gabe
Lavictoire.

A short "demo" film of some of the
pictures taked in Florida will be ready in
May. Brent will be glad to send it to family
members for the cost of tape and postage,
perhaps U.S. $10.00. His address is 12
Brown St., Bowmanville, Ontario, L1C
2P9, Canada. Telephone 416/623-7085.

klSbj4qJY& Lori Insl~y,t·4~.,
Cindy Ryder, Cather1n~D
Robert "\Jelsman, Ont.art o ..
El.va Hellish, B.C.; Brent
Lavictoire,Dan Ge~ow.Ont
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SOCIETY RECEIVES HONORS
Your Family Society received two

honors at a ceremony preceding an
outdoor barbecue at the Best Western
Space Shuttle Inn in Titusville, Florida, on
Tuesday, April 10, 1990.

Titusville MayorTom Mariani presented
a key to the City mounted on a special
plaque, to Robert L. Hubbell, president of
the Society. In h is acceptance, Bob
remarked that symbols are vital in our
lives. For the Hubble/Hubbell family, the
telescope symbolizes our pride in our
family and its achievements. Similarly,
the key to Titusville symbolizes the
gracious welcome received.

In accord with the custom of the
Society that special mementoes be given
to members for custody and display until
the next Biennial Reunion, Bob entrusted
the key to Ann and Harvey Hubbell IV, who
had done so much to arrange the i'amily
gathering.

The second award was presented by Dr.
W.C. Van Engelenburg, owner of the
Space Shuttle Inn. It was a plaque
recognizing the gathering of the family to
honor Edwin and observe the launch. A
copy of this plaque was then mounted in a
newly decorated Hubble Space Fantasy
Room at the Inn. This room has murals
and ceiling frescoes to make it seem to be
in outer space. It is a honeymoor room
with a jacuzzi. Dr. Van Engelenburg said
that any member of our family may stay
there free in the future by calling ahead
and reserving it.

The plaque was given to Madalene and
Donald C. Hubbell for custody until
Honolulu. They had come to Titusville
early to help Ann and Harvey.



ANN AND HARVEY IV HUBBELL
DO AN OUTSTANDING JOB

When Harvey Hubbell IV proposed at
the Kingston Biennial Reunion in July,
1989, that interested Society members
might want to see the launch of the Hubble
Space Telescope in the spring of 1990, he
thought perhaps 20 people would come to
Florida. Little did he realize that he and
his wife Ann, who lived part of the year in
North Palm Beach, Florida, would be
organizing an affair as large and compli-
cated as a Biennial Reunion.

They coped heroically, planning for all
aspects. Everything proceeded so smo-
othly that all who attended consider the
affair a tremendous success despite the
postponement of the launch itself.

At one point, nearly 190 people had
registered. When NASA moved the launch
date ahead two days the first time, about
thirty were forced to cancel the trip.

This change of dates complicated
matters for Ann and Harvey, too. What
had been planned to last from Tuesday
afternoon to Thursday afternoon, now
stretched from Monday through Thursday.
The special NASA briefing for the family
shifted from Wednesday to Monday, but
the reservations for the tour of the Space
Center stayed on Wednesday.

Ann and Harvey pulled off a real coup
when they were able to reserve rooms a
few miles from the Space Center at two
motels in Titusville rather than in Orlando,
50 miles away, as NASA had advised.
They had a Hospitality Room at the Space
Shuttle Inn and arranged a poolside
barbecue there.

Attendees were presented with wel-
coming kits and with an orange visor cap
with the logo HUBBELL from the electric
wiring and equipment company for which
Harvey's family if famed. These hats were
a sign of admission to all scheduled events
and helped people keep track of each other
in the crowds at the Space Center.

The Society made two gestures of
appreciation to Ann and Harvey. First was
to give them custody of the Key to the City
of Titusville presented to the Society.
Second was a plaque with the family coat
of arms and an expression of appreciation.
Both were inadequate for the days of hard

work and nervous energy involved.
Garry Hubbell, past president of the

Canadian Nehemiah Hubble Family Heri-
tage Association, had sold T-shirts at the
Hospitality Room. He presented the $50
profits to Harvey to help defray incidental
expenses.

LIFT-OFF! 24 APRIL 1990

Estimates of from 40 to 65 members of
the Hubbell! Hubble Family returned, or
came for the first time, to watch the actual
lift-off on Tuesday, 24 April 1990. Again,
Harvey IV and Ann Hubbell made arrange-
ments for NASA to supply a bus.

Following lift-off, family members
again returned to the Space Shuttle Inn,
and each wielded a paintbrush to paint his
name of the wall of the motel which had
been blocked for that purpose.

HFHS members also received a special
souvenir envelope with the Hubble Space
Telescope/NASA logo, postmarked from
Kennedy Space Center on April 24, 1990.

FAMILY AND SOCIETY
GET MEDIA ATTENTION

Television, radio, and newspapers were
interested in the human aspect of the
Hubble Space Telescope -- Edwin Powell
Hubble, his relatives' and the Hubbell
Family Historical Society. They. kept
representatives of the Society busy an-
swering questions at-a special stand which
NASA provided in the Press Tent at the
Kennedy Space Center.

Other stands and exhibits in the tent
were for scientific institutions who will be
using the telescope and manufacturers
who made the various elements of the
telescope, and the European Space Agen-
cy.

NASA prepared a special exhibit board
with materials which Harvey Hubbell IV
had furnished. The board showed pictures
of Edwin's family and home in Marshfield,
Missouri, and had information on Edwin,
other family Hubbells, and the Society.
This board will also be at the landing site
when the space shuttle Discovery returns
from putting the Hubble in orbin.

Two handouts were available for the
press: One included a chronological
biography of Edwin, a brief genealogy of
his line, names of his close relatives at the
launch, and a history of the Society. The
other, prepared by Beryl Hubbell from the
History, had parag raphs of fifty notewor-
thy members of the family.

Beryl was at the press table for 8V2
hours on Monday, April9. After the launch
attempt on Tuesday, Donald C. Hubbell,
Robert L. Hubbell, and the John Lane
family (nephew of Edwin) were there for
several hours. Among other coverage, the
family received attention on CBS television
and Associated Press.



EDWIN POWELL HUBBLE

The Hubble Space Telescope is named for Edwin
Powell Hubble, a famous astronomer who confirmed
the theory of the expanding universe.

'••..
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Edwin Powell Hubble was born 20 November 1829, in Marshfield, Missouri.
He was a ninth generation descendant of our common immigrant ancestor,
Richard Hubball, who came from Bewdley, Worcestershire, England, to New
Haven colony about 1639, and removed to Stratfield, (later Bridgeport),
Connecticut in the 1640's. Edwin's fourth generation ancestor was Justus
Hubbell, who fought with General Nathaniel Greene in Virginia in the
Revolution, where he then settled. Justus' son Joel began using the Hubble '.
spelling of the name. His son, John Bishop Hubble, Edwin's great-grandfather,
was a pioneer doctor in Missouri. Edwin's father, John Powell Hubble, was an
attorney.

Edwin's mother was Virginia Lee James, a descendant of Miles Standish.
Edwin had two brothers and five sisters, two of whom are still living. They are
Betsey Hubble and Helen Lane, both of EI Paso, Texas. Edwin P. Hubble
married Grace Burke. They had no children.

Edwin was a graduate from the University of Chicago in 1910 with majors in
mathematics and astronomy. He was six feet and two inches tall, an amateur
heavyweight boxer. He was proposed as a challenger to the professional
champion, Jack Johnson.

From 1910 to 1913, he was a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford University, England.
There he studied law, and became a star high-jumper. He was admitted to the
Bar in Kentucky in 1913.

In 1914, Edwin P. Hubble returned to the University of Chicago and its
Yerkes Observatory in Wisconsin, to study for his Ph.D. in astronomy. In 1916,
he published an article on faint nebulae. He received his Ph.D. in 1917,

Dr. Hubble then enlisted as an infantry private and fought in France during
World War I. He was discharged from the U.S. Army as a Major, in 1919.

Floowing his military service, he joined Mount Wilson Ovservatory in
California under the Carnegie Institution. In 1924, he announced that the
nebulae containing Cepheid variable stars are outside our galaxy. In 1927, he
announced that other galaxies are receding from ours, confirming the
expanding universe theory.

In 1929, Dr. Hubble announced what is now known as "Hubble's Constant",
that the more distant a galaxy is, the more rapidly it is receding. This work was
done with Milton L. Humason, who took the time lapse photographs on which
Dr. Hubble's calculations were based. His velocity rates have been refined, but
the natural law he described is confirmed.

Dr. Hubble's notable achievements include the Halley lectures
at Oxford, 1934; the Silliman lectures at Yale and the Barr.ar.l Gold
Medal in 1935; the Rhodes lectures at Oxford, 1936; Franklin Gold
Medal, 1938; and Royal Astonomical Society Gold Medal, 1939.

As chairman of the Southern California Joint Flight for Freedom
Committee, Dr. Hubble called for a declaration of war before Pearl
Harbor was bombed. In 1942, he volunteered again for service in
the Army. He was assigned to direct External Ballistics and the
Supersonic Wind Tunnel at Aberdeen Proving Grounds. Maryland.

After World War II, in 1946, he returned to Mount Wildon
Observatory. He died of a heart attack in San Marino, California on

September 28, 1953.

Donal. C. Hubbell of Parma, Ohio, with'
graphic display prepared by NASA from
Society Lnf o rma t ion ~ in Hubbl.e
Telescope tent.

Ann Flubbell, Fla~ (~ ThomasHubbell of Pittsburgh.



This article about John H. Hubbell, #5858,
Rockville, MD, was supplied by Jean N.
Hubbell.

"A EMPEROR WALTZ"
in Hubbell's Fashion
by Yoshiko Harima

Mr. Hubbell, a staff of the National
Bureau of Standard in the U.S.A. visited
Tokyo on the 4th and 5th of September last
year', on the way to Beijing for attending
the 6th Pacific Basin Nuclear Conference.

The name of "Hubbell"has already been
known well to the people engaged in tasks
concerning X and gamma ray. The data of
gamma rays in Isotope note has been
quoted from the attenuation coefficient
and the mass energy absorption coeffici-
ent of main elements and materials
evaluated by him. And the data in New
Isotope Note, which is going to be revised
this summer, are evaluated by Hubbell,
too.

They are quoted from the data of the
ANS Standard Committee Working Group
ANS-6.4.3, which is developing the atten-
uation coefficient for gamma-ray and the
buildup factor using as ANSI. Mr. Hubbell
and I are both members of this group, so
he has offered the hot data. Clearly, we
will be able to find how often his data are
quoted to papers of many fields taking
advantage of gamma-ray only by looking
over the Science Citation Index. There are
quotations of about ten cases in each
volume. The work having collected and
evaluated the date of all over the world for
years, is, what is called, a thankless task.
It needs the perseverance to strict tasks.

The following is an attractive episode
for Mr. Hubbell continuing the work like
these.

I met him at the Narita Airport with Kr.
Kosako of Tokyo University close to him
and Dr. Kadotani of CRC. Although he
was going to make a lecture round China
for a month after the Conference, he was
lightly equipped with a brief case and a
shoulder bag, within which there were full
of many properties. At the back of card he
gave me, there was written in the Chinese
Character, "(four characters)".

We had dinner with including to Dr.
Uamino of Tokyo University at Takebashi If
all. Then he showed us pictures of
Halley's comet in Chile.

They had been taken with his camera
turned around in proportion to the revolu-
tion of the earth and the Halley's comet
was filmed clearly. According to him, one
of his relations (Edwin P.) had proposed
the "famous Hubbell's constant" and so he
had begun to be interested in astronomy.
He said that the observation of an annular
eclipse of the sun was another aim + of
that visit to China.

As we knew him better, we found out
his kindness to his family more and more
-- his charming and beautiful wife and his
daughters" good at knitting laces. It
made us feel comfortable.

The next morning I showed him to the
Diet Building. We could look inside
because my Husband# belongs to the
House of Councils. There, the special
seats for the Japanese Emperior are
prepared in the main conference hall as the
relics of "the House of Peers." When he
asked, "Where will Reagan be seated when
he comes here?" a yeoman of the guard
replied, "In the seats reserved for honored
guests." At a meeting room of the budget
committee, he seemed to be very satisfied
with sitting in the chair of Prime Minister
Nakasone. I'm sure that would be a good
story of his travel.

A fter that, it was when Dr. Kadotan i, at
the Central Hall, was explaining about how
manner the Japanese Emperior is wel-
comed at the time of the opening
ceremony of the Diet session. Suddenly,
Mr. -Hubbell took out a small harmonica
from his pocket and began to play "A
Emperor Waltz" By Johan Strauss% with
it. The people there were astonished at the
sudcen appening. They were fascinated
with its attractive tone. He was also a
leader of the Boy Scouts. He said that he
had always played it so as not to make
boys tiresome and that many among them
haci grown up to be active in the first line
till now. He left for China on that
afternoon.

It would be happy if an apathetic + +
cross section of table reminds reader of
the humane person, "Mr. Hubbell."

'1988
+ actually, this eclipse was a surprise.
Fortuitously, I was giving a lecture in
Shanghai, right on the center-line, and we
all took a 20 minute "eclipse break" to
observe and photograph.

"Wendy Hubbell, #7261, had tatted
several lace doilies for us to take as token
gifts.
#Mr. Haruo Harima, also occasional tennis
parnter/opponent with Akihiko (now Em-
peror) and Michiko (now Empress). He
proudly showed me several photos of
himself and the Crown Prince and Prin-
cess, in tennis costume.
%"In honor of the Emperor"
+ + (not-exciting, utilitarian?)

f'l,!:ldeline Hubbe Tl, Ohio,







PUBLICATIONS TO NOTE:

Thanks to the watchful eyes of many
Hubbells, numerous magazine articles and
newspaper features have been brought to
our attention, particularly regarding the
Hubble Space Telescope and Edwin Powell
Hubble, for who it was named. If you
missed these, check back issues or go to
your library to review:

Readers' Digest, April, 1990, regular
edition, The Big Glass. (This has not been
found in the April or May 1990 large print
edition.)

U.S. News & World Report, March 26,
1990, When The Univer~e Was New

Sky and Telescope, July, 1989, Build-
.ing the Hubble Space Telescope, by C.
Robert O'Dell, Rice University.

Astronomy, June 1989, From Idea to
Observation: The Space Telescope at
Work, by Ray Villard.

Scientific American, July, 1982, The
Space Telescope, by John N. Bahcall and
Lyman Spitzer, Jr.

Sky and Telescope, December 1989,
The World's Biggest Star Catalogue, by
Ray Villard.

Baltimore Magazine, February 1990,
The New Galileo, by Patrick J. Kiger.

Also, newspaper articles:
The News, Treasure Coast area, Flor-

ida, 27 January 1990, Long-awaited Hubble
project set for launch, by Russ Britt, Los
Angeles Daily News.

Washington Post, Sunday, 11 February
1990, Astronomy: A Star-Crossed Eye on
the Heavens" by Ron Cowen.

The Fargo Forum, 23 November 1989,
The 1990's - A permanent American
presence in space, by Howard Benedict,
A.P.: and Peering 14 billion years back in
time, A.P. (The latter item appeared. In
Dubuque, Iowa Telegraph-Herald on Sun-
day, 19 November 1989.)

Additional facts sheets and a colorful
pictorial brochures illustrated by Dana
Berry and photographs by John Bedke,
were supplied by the Space Telescope
Science Institute, published by AURA for
NASA and ESA (European Space Agency).
The address is Space Telescope Science
Institute, 3700 San Martin Drive, Balti-
more, MD 21218.

Titles of these fact sheets include:
Hubble Space Telescope -- In Brief,

1990, The Perkin-Elmer Corporation.
Glossary of Astronomical Terms for the

Hubble-' Space Telescope Mission, com-
piled by the Educational and Public Affairs
Office, Space Telescope Science Institute.

Overview: The Hubble Space Tele-
scope

Frontiers in Cosmology
HST's Search for Extrasolar Planets

,Space Telescope Optical Performance
Stellar Astronomy with Space Tele-

scope
-rt1e HST General Observer Program

.Astronomy Questions to be Addressed
by ~S!.

Amateur Astronomers and Hubble
Space Telescope

Galaxies

Other magazine articles include:

Reader's Digest, October 1989, regular
edition; Stickum Up, Love!, by John G.
Hubbell

Reader's Digest, December 1989, reg-
ular edition; January 1990, Large-Type
Edition, "He Wanted to be a Pilot" by John
G. Hubbell, (with photographs by Clair B.
Peterson), a biographical story about

John's son, Joe Hubbell.

FAMILY CLIPPINGS

Wayne County Press, Fairfield, Illinois,
in January 1990 reported two engage-
ments:

Deborah Marie (Debbie) Hubbell,
#8952, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billie
Hubbell of Fairfield, plans to marry
Michael Lee Exline of Terre Haute, Ind. on
26 May 1990, in Fairfield, III.

Suzenne Rebeckah Hubbell, #8958,
another daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billie
Hubbell of Fairfield, plans to wed William
Joseph (Billy) Doggett, #7889, on 28 April
1990, in Fairfield, Illinois

+ + +
Connecticut Woodlands, October 1988,

has a full page article with pictures, by
Abby A. Crum, entitled Youngsters Visit
Jones Farm., This article describes school
field trips to· the Jones Tree Farm at
Pumpkinseed Hill, Shelton, Conn. The
farm is operated by Philip Hubbell Jones.

+ + +
The American published (17 August

1989) a brief story reporting the attendance
of Mrs. Rita Hubbell, Mrs. Susan Jones,
and Emily Jones, of Naugatuck, Conn., at
the Kingston Biennial.

+ + +
The city of Birmingham, Michigan,

awarded a contract to "set the scope and
price of a major sewer renovation project"
to the firm of Hubbell, Roth and Clark of
Southfield, Michigan, late in 1989, accord-
ing to a Birmingham newspaper article by
Helen Niemiec, staff writer.

PERSONAL NOTES

Jean Larson, a genealogist who is a
member of the Hubbell Family Historical
Society, and who contributed significantly
to the genealogical data included in the
1980 History and Genealogy of the Hubbell
Family, after returning to her apartment
home in San Francisco, from the sad task
of cleaning her mother's (Melva Larson)
house in Minnesota, survived the "World
Series" earthquake of October, 1989. She
has made some life changes, including
quitting her stressful job, making a trip to
New Zealand and then returning to S.F. to
find a new job and a new home, probably a
condominimum.

Barbara Lathrop Currier Kruse writes:
" .. just a note to mention that the Hubble
Telescope launch has a double meaning for
rne. One of the five astronauts is Steven
Hawley. Seems that not only was my
grandmother Clara Bell Hubbell, but her
grandmother was Phoebe Hawley, who
married Wakeman Hubbell."

+ + +
Dr. David H. Hubbell, Professor of Soil

Microbiology of the Department of Soil
Science, University of Florida, Gainsville,
32611, left the U.S. on April 1 to begin a 9
month Sabbatical leave program. "My
duties will be relayed to a bean yield
program being conducted jointly by Uni-
versity of Minnesota and the Ministry of
Agriculture in Ecuador. The project is
funded by the U.S. Agency for Internation-
al Development. I will live in Quito,
Ecuador, and work at the Santa Catalina
Research Station.

"My work will involve the isolation and
testing of strains of soil bacteria (Rhi-
zobium) which are capable of "Fixing"
large amounts of atmospheric nitrogen (for
plant use) following palcement on seed
(called incubation), infection of bean
seedling roots and formation of root
nodules (where the nitrogen is "fixed"). I
will also investigate the feasibility of
establishing a bean innoculant production
facility for country-wide use."

+ + +
U.S. Congressman Tom Tauke is a

popular Republican who has been elected
to serve six consecutive terms in Congress
since 1979 by a staunchly Democratic
stronqhold which includes his home city
of Dubuque, Iowa. He is working hard in
hopes of winning a U.S. Senate seat from
incumbent Democrat Tom Harkin in 1992.

Congressman Tauke married Beverly
Hubble, daughter of Ralph Hubble, on
November 17, 1984, at Nativity Church in
Dubuque. At that time, she was press
secretary to U.S. Senator Charles Grassley
of Iowa. Beverly Hubble Tauke was among
those in attendance at a buffet dinner for
Hubbell! Hubbies visiting and living in the
D.C. area, given by our Society President
and his wife, Bob L. and Betty Hubbell, in
February, 1990.

Tom and Beverly have a son, Joseph
Hubble Tauke, who was born in Dubuque
on October 8, 1986.

+ + +
Sherryl Elizabeth Peterson #63591.1,

will be graduated 20 May 1990 (with
honors) from Wartburg College in Waverly,
Iowa, with a double major in music and
biology. She plans to continue her
studies, in nutrition, at Iowa State Univer-
sity in Ames, while she awaits the
processing of her application with the
ELCA Global Mission Board for volunteer
service in Africa. Sherri is also a flutist,
who was the soloist with the Wartburg
College Bandon tour in Europe last spring.
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IN MEMORIAM

Victoria Kuuleialoha Mekee Hubbell

Society members were saddened to
learn of the unexpected death of Victoria
Kuuleraroha Mekee Hubbell, wife of -
George Kawaa Hubbell, Jr., in Honolulu,
Hawaii, on February 27, 1990.

Vicky's generous smile and quiet,
friendly manner will be remembered by
everyone who has attended any of the
Biennial meetings to date, including
Fairfield, Des Moines, Flagstaff, and
Kingston. Vicky was born April 2, 1915,
and married George on May 9, 1936. They
are the parents of George Kawaa Hubbell,
III, Victoria Hubbell Foster, Juliet Hubbell
Matteson, and Alison Hubbell Wassman.
Correspondence may be addressed to
George at 2322 Hoonanea Street, Honolu-
lu, Oahu, Hawaii 96822.

Melva Marion Alborn Larson
Mrs. Larson was killed in an auto accident
on Sunday afternoon, 23 July 1989 near
Lebanon, Indiana, en route to attend a
church anniversary in Kirklin, Indiana. She
was the mother of Society member Jean
Larson. Melva was born in Allenville,
Wiscr)nsin in 1908, the fourth child and
third daughter of the Rev. George Clarence
Alborn and his wife Ida Grace Hubbell
(1878-1962) Mrs. Larson is survived also
by two sisters, Bessie (Alborn) Myers and
Nellie (Alborn) Crandall.

Jean E. (Wilson) Hubbell
Jean E. (Wilson) Hubbell, age 83, widow of
Henry Hubbell, died 20 July 1989, at her
home in Rock Island, Illinois. She was
survived by sons Frank Hubbell of New
Carlisle, Indiana; and the Rev. Thomas
Hubbell, of Grace United Methodist Chur-
ch, Pekin, Illinois; and by 8 grandchildren,
and 4 great-grandchildren, 2 nieces and
several cousins. (Quad City Times)

Marcia (Hubbell) Mills
Marcia (Hubbell) Mills, #6358, 84,

widow of Arthur G. Mills, daughter of
Frederick Clinton and Marguerite (Walter)
Hubbell, died 14 January, 1990, at home in
Springfield, Mass. Closest surviving
relative is her first cousin, Marion (Hub-
bell) Evans, #6359, now of Dubuque, Iowa.

SCHOLARSHIP FUND

The idea of establishing a tax-exempt
scholarship fund which would honor or
memorialze loved ones and benefit young-
er and future generations of Hubbells/-
Hubbies was suggested first at Flagstaff
by Rand Hubbell of Arizona. A scholarship
committee is exploring the ways in which
this can be implemented, and would
welcome input and suggestions. (Contact
Marnie Hubbell or George Roorbach with
your ideas.)

Although the Scholarship Fund is not
yet official, anyone who wishes to desig-
nate gifts to be set aside for this purpose
may send them to the Society Treasurer,
Harold B. Hubbell, 16 Roton Street,
Rowayton, Conn. 06853.

GIFTS TO LIBRARIES,
HISTORICAL SOCIETIES

Society members are urged to consider
tax deductible gifts of Society publications
and memberships to libraries and histor-
ical societies in their areas.

Exposing people to our publications is
an effective way of telling them about the
existence of our Society. Genealogy is the
second most popular hobby in America,
preceded only by stamp collecting.'
Women are often more interested in family
history than men, but we cannot reach
Hubbell daughters whose married names
are not on mailing lists, except through
news stories and libraries.

The institutional price for Hubbell
Pioneers is $38.00, while the price for
individuals is is now $48.00. Several
members have already contributed books
to interested institutions. Society mem-
bers can order the History for $60.00
Membership dues for institutions of $10.00
will place the Annual and Family Notes
before interested people.

SOCIETY DIRECTORS MEET

Two groups of your Society directors
have met recently to discuss future
activities of the Society.

On Saturday, February 24, nine people
met for six hours in Arlington, Virginia.
The group included Donald C. and Mad-
alene Hubbell of Parma, Ohio, and Jack
Jerome Hubbell of Springfield, Missouri.
Together with George Kawaa Hubbell of
Hawaii, they are the Program Committee
for the next Biennial Reunion. Three
members of the Executive Committee were
also present: President Robert L. Hubbell
of Falls Church, Virginia; Vice President
Hilbert Hubble of Derwood, Maryland; and
Treasurer Harold B. Hubbell or Rowayton,
Conn. Also attending were other Society
members from the area: Harold G. and
Karen Hubbell of Gaithersburg, Maryland;
and Roger Hubbell or Washington, D.C.

Decisions reached regarding the Bien-
nial are reported elsewhere in this issue of
Family Notes. The group also heard a
progress report on work for the Additions
and Revisions to the History, which has a
1993 target date; heard that Family Notes
will now be issued twice a year, in May and
September; discussed membership com-
mittee work, and considered possible
future arrangements for office assistance.

At the SPACE SHUTTLE INN, Titus-
ville, Florida, a meeting of the ten
directors present was called on April 12,
1990, at the request of Donald Clayton
Hubbell to update 1991 Hawaii planning
information. Present at the meeting were
Susan Boeugher, Beryl Hubbell, Donald C.
Hubbell, Harvey Hubbell IV, Jean Hubbell,
John Platt Hubbell, R. Leroy Hubble,
Robert L. Hubbell, Fred W.C. Jones, and
Claire Hubbell Pierce. Details in Sep-
tember~

PLEASE NOTE:

HELEN or HELENE HUBBELL, born
about October 1889, is being sought by the
Prudential Insurance Company for bene-
ficient reasons. If she or someone acting
in her behalf, would contact Harold B.
Hubbell, 16 Roton Ave., Rowayton, Conn.
06853, he will supply the complete story.

Society member Dennis M.E. Hubbell
#6237, of San Diego, California, has been
actively pursuing an interesting aspect of
his branch of the Hubbell family. Dennis'
brothers, Dr. Wheeler Hubbell #6235 and
Ralph D. Hubbell #6236, are also mem-
bers.

Dennis has a number of items relating
to past members of his branch of the
family, and he is endeavoring to find out
about these things--who they belonged to,
and under what circumstances they were
used. In addition, Dennis has many old
photographs of family members, and to
his distress, there are too many which he
can't identify. He is sure that many are
Hubbells of his branch, but it appears
others may be of female lines. These, too,
Dennis is trying to place. He has made a
home videotape of all these items, listing
them carefully to assist identification. His
videotape also includes a tour of his home,
as well as that of his brother Ralph in
Colorado. The whole job represents
fascinating and lasting historical moments
preserved for generations of his line to
enjoy.

Dennis writes now that his brother
Ralph and he are planning a family reunion
of his brnach in Colorado this summer. It
promises to be an exciting time for the
family. And what a splendid way to
present old family memorabilia to the
family to enlist their aid in placing lost
members, and forgotten family heirlooms!

Descendants of #2378, Martin Jones
Hubble, in particular of daughter Louisa
May #3925, who married E.W. Dickerson,
might be interested to know that several
books of hers, with her bookplate in the
front, and other unspecified items, are
owned by Mrs. Richard Lawrence, of 2&
Pine Manor Drive, Little Rock, Arkansas
72207. Mrs. Lawrence has invited corres-
pondence from descendants of Louisa May
Dickerson if they are interested in these
items.

A full-length feature article and picture
of William Hubbell, whose outstanding
photography book Connecticut was on
display in the hospitality room in King-
ston, appeared in the Register Citizen of
Torrington and Winsted, Conn., Friday 25
August 1989. The article was entitled
Photo search "exciting adventure", by staff
writer Linda Boultinghouse.



1990 LOCAL HUBBELL REUNIONS

Hubbells are invited to the following
local Hubbell/Hubble family reunions this
summer:

CANADA - Nehemiah Hubble Family
Heritage Association Reunion; Norwood
Sports Complex, July 15, 1990, 11:00 A.M.
Contact Bernice Treleavan, 4000 Yonge

St., Toronto, Ont. MYN 2N9
Saturday, July 25, 1990, a group of

Hubbells will meet at Rondeau Park on
Lake Erie at cottage of Beryl and Glenn
Hubbell. Contact 64 Wallace St., Thames-
ville Ont. NOP 2KO

WASHINGTON state, 26 August 1990. -
The Washington members of the Hubbell
Family Historical Society and their famil-
ies will hold their annual picnic Sunday,
August 26, 1990. There will be a potluck
dinner and the day spent visiting and
renewing acquaintances.

Reservations are made a year in
advance for the use of this beautiful
Kanaskat-Palmer State Park and its facili-
ties. All are welcome. Rosella Hubbell
Hansen, 663 Haller Creek Road, Colville,
Washington 99114.
HUBBLE Reunion, Cisne, Illinois. Second
Sunday in August, (12) 1990. Contact R.L.
Hubble, Box 167 Cisne, Illinois 62823.

COLORADO, Mid-August, 1990 HUB-
BELL Gathering, Carbondale, Colorado,
August 11-12 at home of Ralph and Connie
Hubbell. Contact Dennis Hubbell, 8383
High Winds Way, San Diego, California
92120. (See story.)

THE HUBBELL FAMILY HISTORICAL SOCIETY
106 West 14th Street - 25th Floor
Kansas City, MO 64105-1992

1991 HAWAII BIENNIAL SET

The fifth Biennial Reunion of the
Hubbell Family Historical Society will be
in Oahu and Maui, Hawaii from Tuesday,
April 23 to Tuesday, April 30, 1991. This
reunion will celebrate 150 years of Hubbell
and Hawaiian history and also provide time
for enjoying tropical beaches and exotic
tours and shopping.

Josiah Benjamin Hubbell sailed from
Bridgeport, Connecticut, in the late 1830's,
never to return. After some time in Tahiti,
he came to Lahaina on the istand of Maui.
Josiah had connections with many key
aspects of Hawaiian history -- the Tahitian
origins, whaling, New England missionar-
ies, and the royal family. His grandson,
George Kawwa Hubbell, Jr., is a Director
of our Society. A great-grandson, Nils
Taveres, chaired the Statehood Commis-
sion.

Details on the reunion program and on
the special package rates which the
committee is arranging will be sent to all
members in a letter in June, 1990. The
dates for the meeting were selected
because the rates are most favorable then.
The plan is for the first four days to be in
Honolulu. The two official meetings,
committee work and banquet will occur
then, as well as considerable free time.
The next three days will be in Lahaina at
the beautiful Royal Lahaina Resort.
Several buildings from Josiah's time can
be visited.

The reunion committee includes Don-
ald and Madalene Hubbell, Jack Jerome
Hubbell, and George Kawaa Hubbell, Jr.

AVAILABLE -- FOR SALE

HUBBLE Space Telescope Mission Pat-
ches and Commemorative Envelopes.
Patches: U.S. $3.00 -- Canada $3.50
Envelopes: U.S. $1.00 -- Canada $1.10
Contact: Donald C. Hubbell, 5102
Kenmore St., Parma, Ohio 44134; or
Harvey Hubbell IV, 21 Yacht Club Drive,
#205, North Palm Beach, Florida 33408; or
Glen A. Hubbell, 64 Wallace St., Thames-
ville, Ont. NOP 2KO.
Family Fare: U.S. $.14.00 + $2.00
mailing, Harold G. Hubbell, 36 Nina Court,
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20877.
Canada: $15.00 + $3.00 mailing, Glen
Hubbell, Box 118, Thamesville, Ontario,
NOP 2KO.
Hubbell Pioneers: U.S. $48.00, Clifton H.
Hubbell, 1125 Hickory Trail, Downers
Grove, ILL 60515.
History and Genealogy of the Hubbell
Family: 1980,106 West 14th Street, 25th
Floor, Kansas City, Missouri 64105-1992.
(Checks for above payable to Hubbell
Family Historical Society.

A short videotape copy of some of his
HST/ Florida pictures is available from
Brent Lavictoire for the cost· of tape and
postage, perhaps U.S. $10.00, I?AYABLE
TO BRENT. His address is 12 Brown st.,
Bowmanville, Ont. L1C 2P9, Canada.
Telephone 416/623-7085. (Story)
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